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Image annotation
Text annotations will defy,
state of art text recognizer
will fail


We segment out the
individual insects and
search for the most similar
images on the web and
discovered the image



In this example the
shape and color provided
the necessary clues to the
identity of unknown object.



Different useful features




Different sets of features may be useful depending on
the application.
Most diatoms are colorless when viewed at the
microscopic scale, but are often richly textured

Shape and texture allow us to link
this object to a modern image

Combine different features using w



use an appropriate weighting parameter w to combine
features
w can be is highly data dependent
Left/ Shape only,
color is
meaningless
Right/Color only,
shape is
meaningless

engravings of objects

heraldic shields

Contribution






In this work we propose a general framework for
annotating large archives of historical image
manuscripts.
We combine different similarity features using
appropriate weights.
We introduce a novel technique for learning this
weighting parameter w using unlabeled training data.

Image Matching Primitives
Color Matching
A single color histogram
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The problem:
near identical color histograms!!!

III

The localized arrangements of color
 create a grid within the Minimum Bounding Rectangle
(MBR) of the object
 an equal number, g, of row and columns
 consider the color histogram for each cell

Shape Matching


Two critical requirements





a scalable algorithm
few parameters

Time series representation of shape
Find the Centroid of image
 The distance from every point on
the profile to the center is
measured and treated as the Yaxis of a time series of length n


LEARNING A DISTANCE MEASURE


Consider combining color and shape with w
Combined_Dist(a,b,w) = w * Distcolor(a,b) + (1- w) *
Distshape(a,b)
0≤w≤1

An algorithm to learn the w


split the dataset into two subsets A and B, such that each
subset contains exactly one of the labeled pairs



Algorithm Learn_Weighting_Parameter(A,B)
Calculate the normalized color/shape distance matrices Distcolor /Distshape between
A and B;
for w = 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1
Combined_Dist = w * Distcolor + (1 - w) * Distshape;
accuracy(w) = 0;
for each object i in A
find i’s nearest neighbor j in B;
if i and j have the same class label
A classification
accuracy(w) = accuracy(w) + 1;
end
problem
end
end
Find the wmax with the greatest accuracy;
return wmax;

Problem with unlabeled data






Requirement of the algorithm
 two of each object
Our problem
 have no labels of any kind
Solution
Creating synthetic pairs of objects
 for each object in the set of historical manuscripts A,
we create a new example of it and place these objects
in set B
 then we can then use the algorithm directly

Create synthetic pairs




When producing realistic pairs
 Duplicate
 there could be no “distortion” to learn
 any value of w would give perfect accuracy
 Randomly create objects
 there is no structure to learn from
 accuracy would be the default rate
Two strategies for creating the necessary pairs
 Exploiting Chirality
 Pseudo-example Generation (PEG)

Exploiting Chirality


Observation:
approximately symmetrical, but never perfectly
symmetrical in either shape or color



Solution:
Synthetic pair is generated by flipping from left to right
along the central axis.

We do not get the exact
same heraldic
shield/butterfly after
reversal, and we can treat
the flipped image as a
new example

Pseudo-example Generation
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For each object ai in
A, we create a new
object bi by
averaging ai ’s
shape with the
shape of its nearest
neighbor
considering only
shape, and by
averaging its color
with the color of its
nearest neighbor
considering only
color.
The set of all newly
created objects
becomes the set B.

Experiment
PEG of Insects






Dataset
 extract 84 hand-drawn insects from historical
manuscripts either available online or from historical
books
With the 84 drawn butterflies as dataset A, we obtain the
dataset B using PEG
The classification accuracy is maximized when w equals
0.1 or 0.2
 benefit from a combination of shape and color
measure,
 only shape or only color would produce inferior results

Join with combined measure




Dataset R:
consists of 852 real insect images collected from
various WWW sources
Algorithm Join_by_Combined_Measure(A,R, wmax)
Calculate the normalized color/shape distance matrices Distcolor
/Distshape between A and R;
Combined_Dist = wmax * Distcolor + (1 - wmax) * Distshape;
for each object i in A
find i’s nearest neighbor j in R;
pair(i) = j;
end
return pair;

Results




Thanks to entomologist
Dr. Agenor Mafra-Neto
 perfect matches
 not perfect but
plausible matches
 poor matches
Result
 w = 0.2
 16 / 21 / 47
 w = 1
 7 / 3 / 74
 w = 0
 11 / 5 / 68

Perfect
matches

Not perfect,
but plausible

Poor
matches

Result for w = 0.2

Experiment
Chirality of Heraldic Shields




Dataset A:
 100 images extracted from Treatises on Heraldry,
dating to the 15th century
Dataset R:
 create a large random set of shields
 25 common shield patterns
 20 colors

Results




The classification
accuracy is maximized
when w = 1
 Shape is not useful
here
Result
16 / 19 / 65

Perfect
matches

Not perfect,
but plausible

Poor matches

Conclusion







We consider the problem of annotating images in
historical archives
We showed that a critical issue is determining the
appropriate mix of shape/color/texture to consider
we introduced a novel algorithm to determine the weight
Future work
 Efficiency issues
 Scale to larger datasets




All datasets and the code can be downloaded from:
www.cs.ucr.edu/~xwang/historical_shapes/index.html



Thanks!

